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In this paper, we propose a multi-layer micro-perforated panel structure based on a curled space for
broadband sound absorption at low frequencies, which increases the number of perforated panel layers in a li-
mited space using a curled space. The absorption coefficients of the structure under plane wave conditions were
calculated using the transfer matrix method and the finite element method. It is demonstrated that the multi-
layer micro-perforated panel structure can ensure high absorption (consistently over 90%) in the frequency
range of 400∼5000 Hz. The sound absorption mechanism of the multi-layer micro-perforated panel structure
is investigated by using the acoustic impedance along with the reflection coefficient of the complex frequency
surface. In addition, we also discuss the effects of the micro-perforated panel parameters on the structural sound
absorption coefficient. The results show that the proposed multi-layer micro-perforated panel structure provides
an excellent solution for sound absorption in a limited space.
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1. Introduction

The micro-perforated plate (MPP) has an excellent
broadband sound absorption ability, as well as high-
temperature resistance, corrosion resistance, and non-
pollution, which is regarded as one of the most promis-
ing next-generation sound absorption materials. Maa
(1983) first proposed the concept of the MPP absorber
by reducing the diameter of perforations in conven-
tional perforated plates to less than one millimeter,
thus obtaining the MPP structure with high acous-
tic resistance and low acoustic impedance. Since then,
MPP absorbers have received widespread attention in
various acoustic applications.

Currently, the theory of MPP has been widely stud-
ied (Cheng, 2018; Rafique et al., 2021; Li, 2018).
Maa (1984, 1994) provided the MPP theoretical anal-
ysis and design principles. In addition, the double-layer
MPP structure was developed to expand further the
sound absorption band (Maa, Liu, 2000). As com-
pared to the narrower absorption band of the single-
layer MPP structure, the double-layer MPP produces
two different absorption peaks, thus obtaining a wider
absorption band. Mosa et al. (2020b) introduced in-
homogeneous perforations on top of the double-layered
MPP, which further increased the absorption band. At
the same time as introducing inhomogeneous perfo-
rations, Mosa et al. (2020a) set up multiple cavities
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with different depths to produce a wider absorption
band. Due to the mutual coupling of multiple absorp-
tion peaks, the MPP can form a wide band of sound
absorption, therefore, there are several studies based
on a multi-layer MPP. For example, Cobo et al. (2019)
designed a three-layer MPP and optimized the MPP
parameters by a simulated annealing method. Buc-
ciarelli et al. (2019) established an analytical model
for the design of multi-layer MPP absorbers and found
that adding more MPP leads to resonant coupling,
which is beneficial to improve the absorption band.
In addition, it obtained the 5-layer MPP structure. By
optimizing the parameters of the MPP structure, the
absorption coefficient of this structure at 400∼2000 Hz
is all over 0.9. Using the transmission matrix method is
more convenient than the equivalent circuit analysis
method to study a multi-layer MPP (Lee, Kwon,
2004). Carbajo et al. (2020) proposed the multi-layer
MPP absorber with inclined perforations and investi-
gated its acoustic properties using the transfer matrix
method, which promotes the application of a multi-
layer MPP in the field of noise reduction.

A multi-layer MPP has broad-frequency sound ab-
sorption characteristics, however, a large cavity is of-
ten required for low-frequency sound absorption, which
significantly limits its application (Zhao, Lin, 2022).
Many studies have proposed solutions to this prob-
lem. Firstly, in response to the crisis of excessive cav-
ity volume, Li and Assouar (2016) significantly re-
duced the structural volume by converting the cav-
ity into a coiled coplanar air chamber, which absorbed
sound perfectly at 125 Hz. Similarly, Prasetiyo et al.
(2021) introduced a coiled structure in the cavity to re-
duce the cavity volume, and the absorption coefficients
exceeded 0.8 from 250 to 1000 Hz. Cui et al. (2022)
also obtained a composite spatially folded metamate-
rial structure by a curled space and achieved a large
broadband absorption above 200 Hz. It is a simple and
practical way to reduce the cavity volume by spatially
coiled structures, and there are many similar stud-
ies (Liu et al., 2019; 2020; Wu et al., 2019). Sec-
ondly, MPP structures are often used together with
other structures to improve low-frequency sound ab-
sorption further to obtain new acoustic metamaterials
(Cheng et al., 2022; Gao et al., 2017; Rafique et al.,
2022). Xiaoqi and Cheng (2021) achieved broadband
and low-frequency sound absorption by setting MPP
boundaries in an acoustic black hole structure. Shao
et al. (2022) designed a tunable multi-layer compos-
ite structure by combining the Helmholtz structure,
MPP, and porous material, which has absorption coef-
ficients exceeding 0.9 at 400∼3000 Hz. Xie et al. (2022)
combined the MPP structure with a conchoidal cav-
ity structure. The structural absorption band can be
changed by adjusting the structural parameters.

A multi-layer MPP has broad frequency sound ab-
sorption characteristics and the coiled structure can

reduce the volume of the structure. Based on these
two characteristics, this paper investigates the acous-
tic performance of the multi-layer MPP with a coiled
structure. Moreover, we study the sound absorption
mechanism using the complex frequency surface acous-
tic impedance and the reflection coefficient. In addi-
tion, we discuss the effect of perforated panel param-
eters on the sound absorption coefficient of the struc-
ture. Finally, it is shown that sound absorption can be
achieved at different frequency bands by changing the
perforated panel parameters and structure dimensions.

2. Theoretical analysis

2.1. Basic formulations

According to Maa’s approximation formula (Maa,
1998), the single-layer MPP relative acoustic impe-
dance can be written as:

zMPP = r + jωm, (1)

where j is the imaginary number, ω is the angular fre-
quency, r is the relative acoustic resistance, and m is
the relative acoustic mass, which are defined as:
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where η = 1.8× 10−5 Pa ⋅ s, ρ = 1.25 kg/m3, c = 343 m/s
are the dynamic viscosity coefficient, the density, and
sound speed of the air, t is the panel thickness, σ is
the perforation ratio, and d is the diameter of the per-
foration hole, x is the perforation constant, and it is
given by:

x =
d

2

√
ωρ

η
. (4)

At the vertical incidence of plane waves, the sound
absorption coefficient of a single-layer MPP can be ex-
pressed as:

α =
4r

(1 + r)
2
+ (ωm − cot (ωD/c))

2
, (5)

where D is the depth of the dorsal cavity of the MPP.
Further, we can simplify it to the following equa-

tion:
α =

4r

(1 + r)
2
+m′2

. (6)

By analyzing Eq. (6), we can discover that per-
fect sound absorption can only be achieved if r = 1
and m′ = 0. In general, achieving an ideal acous-
tic impedance match for a wide frequency absorption
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is not easy. However, in most practical applications,
achieving perfect sound absorption is unnecessary, and
absorbing most of the sound energy can also achieve
the purpose. Therefore, this gives a larger range of
acoustic impedance matches. As shown in Fig. 1, the
sound absorption coefficients are shown for different
relative sound impedances and sound masses. When
the relative acoustic impedance is within the blue el-
liptical region in Fig. 1b, the sound absorption coeffi-
cient is above 0.8. At this time, the relative acoustic
impedance region is significantly larger, dramatically
reducing the structure requirements. For example, the
MPP achieves the maximum absorption coefficient of
0.99 at 125 Hz when d, t, D, and σ are taken as 3.5,
0.2, 734 mm, and 0.096%, respectively. At this time, r
and m′ are 0.99 and −0.06, respectively, which are very
close to the parameters at the theoretical maximum
absorption coefficient. However, the sound absorption
frequency band of a MPP is very narrow under this
parameter. Moreover, the depth of the back cavity is
too large. When D changed to 200 mm, the absorp-
tion coefficient of a MPP would reach 0.88 at 551 Hz
(r = 2.06, m′ = 0.05), and almost no absorption effect
at 125 Hz (r = 0.99, m′ = 148.5).
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Fig. 1. MPP absorption coefficients at different relative
acoustic impedances: a) the red and black dashed lines and
intersection points represent r = 1, m′ = 0, and α = 1, re-
spectively; b) most of the region with α ≥ 0.8 is in the
region bounded by 2.4 ≥ r ≥ 0.6 and −0.8 ≥ r ≥ 0.8 (except

for the purple region), which we refer to as region A.

2.2. Transfer matrix method

The transfer matrix method (TMM) is a simple
method for the study of a multi-layer MPP. According
to (Lee, Kwon, 2004), we can initially write the MPP
and cavity transfer matrix, respectively:
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where k = ω/c is the wave number, and h is the air ca-
vity depth.

For a multi-layer MPP shown in Fig. 2, we can
multiply the transfer matrix Pi of each MPP with the
transfer matrix Si of the air cavity sequentially, thus
obtaining the total transfer matrix:
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the multi-layer MPP
structure.

At the vertical incidence of plane waves, the reflec-
tion and absorption coefficients of a multi-layer MPP
can be expressed as:

γ =
T11 − ρcT21

T11 + ρcT21
, (10)
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The equivalent relative acoustic impedance and
equivalent relative sound mass of a multi-layer MPP
can also be calculated as:

z0 =
T11/T21

ρc
, (12)

r0 = Re(
T11/T21

ρc
), (13)

m0 = Re(
T11/T21

ρc
). (14)

2.3. Finite element method

The 3D model of the structure is shown in Fig. 3a,
where L = 121 mm and W = 48 mm are the length
and width of the structure, respectively. As a result
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Fig. 3. Diagram of multi-layer MPP structure based on curl space: a) schematic diagram of the 3D model of the structure;
b) finite element boundary conditions; c) finite element meshing.

of the symmetry of the 3D model, we reduce the 3D
model to a 2D planar model when performing the finite
element simulation, as shown in Fig. 3b. The physical
field under study is the Pressure Acoustic Frequency
Domain and the entire study domain is the air domain,
moreover the entire air domain length L1 = 190 mm.
The aero-domain and internal MPPs are modeled with
a linear elastic fluid model and a thin-plate MPPmodel
from COMSOL, respectively. In addition, the mesh is
divided into free triangular meshes, and the maximum
mesh is 1/12 of the minimum wavelength to ensure the
accuracy of the calculation. The sound incident field is
a plane wave incident vertically, as shown by the blue
line in Fig. 3b, and it is:

pb = p0e
−jkx, (15)

where p0 = 1 Pa is the pressure amplitude.
The red line represents the interior perforated pla-

te, whose diameter, thickness, and perforation rate are
d = 0.2 mm, t = 0.1 mm, and σ = 0.03, respectively, and
whose relative acoustic impedance can be expressed as:

z =
jω (t + 8dfint/3π) /cσCD

J2 (d
√
−ik/2) /J0 (d

√
−ik/2)

, (16)

where CD = 1 and fint represent the flow coefficient
and the hole-hole interaction function, respectively;
J2 and J0 are Bessel functions of the first kind of the
second and first order.

The other boundaries of the model are the sound
hard boundary, which means that the normal deriva-
tive of the pressure is zero at the boundary and they
are:

∂pt
∂n

= 0. (17)

2.4. Sound absorption coefficient

According to (Zhao, Lin, 2022), the double-layer
MPP can be flipped and thus reduce the back cavity
space, as shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. Among them, the
main parameters of the MPP structures include the
plate thickness t1 = 0.4 mm, hole diameter d1 =

0.3 mm, the perforation rate σ1 = 0.01, and the back
cavity depth D1 = D2 = 75 mm. The research results
show that the sound absorption coefficients of both are
almost the same (Zhao, Lin, 2022). Therefore, we can
approximate the equivalence of the two in our study,
thus simplifying the calculation. The simplified model
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of two double-layer MPP structures and simplified model structure diagram: a) a conventional
double-layer MPP; b) a turned double-layer MPP; c) a simplified model structure diagram.

structure is shown in Fig. 4c. The structure can be
divided into 5 units, each of which is a multi-layered
MPP structure and the number of layers increases from
4 to 8 layers sequentially. Furthermore, we number the
units sequentially according to the number of layers of
the MPP. Further, each unit can again be understood
as a concrete example of the structure of Fig. 2.

Since the parameters of a MPP (d = 0.2 mm, t =
0.1 mm, σ = 0.03, and the spacing between adjacent
MPPs is 20 mm) are consistent across the layers stud-
ied, Eq. (9) can be simplified and the transfer matrix of
each unit can be expressed as:

[T]m = {[P] [S]}
n
{
m = 1,2, ...,5,

n = 4,5, ...,8.
(18)

The equivalent relative acoustic impedance of each
unit can be obtained by Eq. (12), and then the relative
acoustic impedance of the structure as a whole can be
obtained by the following equation:

S

zeq
=

1
5

∑
m=1
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, (19)

where S and Sm represent the acoustic incident area
and the unit acoustic incident area, respectively, and
S = 5Sm.

Eventually, at the vertical incidence of plane waves,
the sound absorption coefficient of the structure can be
expressed as:

α =
4Re (zeq)

[1 +Re (zeq)]
2
+ [Im (zeq)]

2
. (20)

The sound absorption coefficients calculated by
FEM and TMM are shown in Fig. 5a, and the results
of both calculations match satisfactorily. The reason
for the slight error is that the FEM modeling consid-
ers the structure thickness. However, the effect of this
on the analytical study is not significant. The absorp-
tion coefficient of the structure at 400∼5000 Hz consis-
tently exceeds 0.9, which has a wide absorption band.
The equivalent acoustic impedance of the structure

a)

b)

Fig. 5. Diagram of: a) the structural sound absorption coef-
ficient; b) the relative acoustic impedance of the structure.
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that will be derived according to Eq. (19) is shown in
Fig. 5b. It can be seen from the figure that the relative
acoustic impedance is not perfectly matched, but most
of them are in region A (the region shown in Fig. 1b).
Therefore, the absorption coefficient is more extensive
than 0.8 in these frequency bands, which is an excel-
lent verification of the sound absorption effect of the
structure.

3. Parametric study

To better understand the effects of different design
parameters on the sound absorption performance of
the structure, a series of parametric studies are con-
ducted in this section by varying parameters such as
perforated plate thickness, perforation hole diameter,
and perforation rate by using FEM simulations. In ad-
dition, the number of perforated plate layers, the unit
distribution, and the size of the structure are also ana-
lyzed.

3.1. Effects of the perforation hole diameter

In order to better find out the effect of a perforation
hole diameter on the sound absorption performance
of the multi-layer MPP structure based on a curl
space, we only change the value of the hole diameter d
and keep other parameters constant. The results are
shown in Fig. 6a, and it can be seen that choosing the
proper aperture size is necessary to get the effect of
broadband-efficient sound absorption. As the aperture

a) b)
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d = 0.5 mm
d = 1 mm

d = 0.1 mm
t = 0.05 mm

t = 0.2 mm
t = 0.5 mm
t = 1 mm

t = 0.1 mm

c) d)

σ = 0.02 
σ = 0.03 
σ = 0.1 

σ = 0.01

ζ = 0.1

ζ = 1 
ζ = 2 
ζ = 5 

ζ = 0.5σ = 0.005

Fig. 6. Effect of different design parameters on the sound absorption coefficient of multi-layer MPP structure based on
curl space: a) effects of the perforation hole diameter, t = 0.1 mm, σ = 0.03, h = 20 mm; b) effects of the panel thickness,
d = 0.2 mm, σ = 0.03, h = 20 mm; c) effects of the perforation ratio, d = 0.2 mm, t = 0.1 mm, h = 20 mm; d) sound

absorption coefficients of the structure with a different scale size, d = 0.2 mm, t = 0.1 mm, σ = 0.03, h = 20 mm.

diameter gradually increases, the peak absorption co-
efficient moves toward lower frequencies and more ab-
sorption lows appear. In the latter case, it is caused by
an acoustic impedance mismatch. For the former, we
analyzed the single small hole of the MPP and the air
back cavity, which would be the Helmholtz resonator.
Furthermore, it can be reduced to a spring oscillator
and its resonant frequency is proportional to

√
K/M .

As the hole diameter increases, the stiffness factor of
the equivalent air spring K decreases. These are be-
cause at the constant perforation rate σ, an increase
in the hole diameter causes a decrease in the number
of holes and thus an increase in the volume of the air
back cavity corresponding to each small hole. There is
also an increase in the oscillator mass M due to the
increase in the aperture diameter. Therefore, the peak
absorption coefficient will be shifted towards the lower
frequencies.

3.2. Effects of the panel thickness

As shown in Fig. 6b, the effect of the thickness of
the MPP on the absorption coefficient of the multi-
layer MPP structure based on a curl space is shown.
It can be seen from the figure that as the thickness
of the MPP increases, the sound absorption coeffi-
cient decreases. According to Eq. (16), the acoustic
impedance of the MPP increases when t rises, which
leads to a decrease in the absorption coefficient. More-
over, this parameter has a significant influence on the
sound absorption coefficient, thus, it must be chosen
reasonably.
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3.3. Effects of the perforation ratio

In this subsection, we investigate the effect of the
perforation rate σ on the structural absorption coef-
ficient. The results are shown in Fig. 6c, the absorp-
tion coefficient increases, and the peak shifts to high
frequencies when the perforation rate σ is increased.
According to Eqs. (2), (3), and (16), we can know that
the relative acoustic impedance of the MPP decreases
as σ increases, which leads to an increase in the absorp-
tion coefficient. Similarly, by analogy with the spring
oscillator model, we can find the reason for the peak
shift to high frequencies. As σ increases, the equivalent
air spring stiffness factor K increases, and M is con-
stant, therefore the peak absorption coefficient moves
to higher frequencies.

3.4. Effects of the structure with different scale sizes

In this subsection, the effect of the structure size on
the absorption coefficient is studied, with ζ being the
scaling ratio of the structure. The results are shown in
Fig. 6d, the absorption coefficient peak will be moved
to high frequencies when scaling down the structure as
a whole. When scaled down to 0.5 times the structure,
the sound absorption band will be in the middle and
high frequencies (above 1000 Hz). When the structure
is reduced to 0.1 times the structure, the absorption
band will be at a high frequency (above 2400 Hz). On
the contrary, the low-frequency sound absorption effect
is enhanced by enlarging the structure. This is mainly

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Fig. 7. Relative acoustic impedance of multi-layer MPP structures and their structural units based on curled space:
a) unit 1 (4-layer MPP); b) unit 2 (5-layer MPP); c) unit 3 (6-layer MPP); d) unit 4 (7-layer MPP); e) unit 5 (8-layer MPP);

f) the overall structure.

caused by the change of cavity in the structure, the
large cavity is more suitable for low-frequency sound
absorption, but the larger structure size will also be
detrimental to the actual use. Therefore, we can choose
the corresponding structure size according to the real
situation.

4. Sound absorption mechanism

4.1. Acoustic impedance analysis

In order to explain the principle of efficient sound
absorption by MPP broadband, the relative acoustic
impedance of the overall structure and each unit is
analyzed in this subsection, and the calculation re-
sults are shown in Fig. 7. Also, all MPP parameters
studied are the identical, d = 0.2 mm, t = 0.1 mm,
σ = 0.03. In Fig. 7, the thick black solid line and the
thick blue dashed line indicate the relative sound
resistance and the relative sound mass, respectively.
The critical values in Fig. 1b are shown as thin
dashed lines in Fig. 7, where the blue shading is the
frequency band when the absorption coefficient is
more significant than 0.8. From Figs. 7a–7e, it can be
seen that as the number of MPP layers increases, the
peak of the relative acoustic impedance increases
and moves toward the lower frequencies. In addition,
the sound absorption band becomes gradually wider.
This indicates that the multi-layer MPP structure
favors low-frequency broadband sound absorption.
For the multi-layer MPP structure based on a curl space,
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the parallel coupling of five units dramatically redu-
ces the peak of the relative acoustic impedance, making
the relative acoustic resistance and the relative sound
mass closer to 1 and 0, respectively. Therefore, this also
ensures the sound absorption effect at low frequencies
and broadband sound absorption.

4.2. Complex frequency plane analysis

To further understand the absorption mechanism,
we use a graphic approach to evaluate the reflection
coefficient r in the complex plane (Jiménez et al.,
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Fig. 8. a) and b) are the sound absorption coefficients of the five units and the overall structure, respectively; c)–h) are the
representation of the 20 log10 ∣γ∣ in the complex frequency plane for the multi-layer MPP structures and their structural
units based on curled space; c) unit 1 (4-layer MPP); d) unit 2 (5-layer MPP); e) unit 3 (6-layer MPP); f) unit 4 (7-layer

MPP); g) unit 5 (8-layer MPP); h) the overall structure.

2017a; 2017b; Romero-García et al., 2016). In gene-
ral, in the lossless case, the reflection coefficient has
a complex conjugate zero and a conjugate pole. When
the loss balances the energy leakage, the zero falls
exactly on the real frequency axis, meaning that the
critical coupling condition is satisfied. In addition,
the leakage rate between the zero point and the pole
can determine the absorption bandwidth (Romero-
García et al., 2016). For example, as shown in Fig. 8c,
there are three zeros and three poles, respectively. The
zero point at 4000 Hz is very close to the real frequency
axis, thus it will tend to perfect sound absorption.
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In addition, there is a large leakage rate between the
zero and pole points that extends the absorption band.
However, the absorption valley will be lower because
of fewer resonance peaks. These can be seen from
the absorption curves in Fig. 8a. As can be seen in
Figs. 8c–8g, further increasing the number of layers of
MPP can obtain more resonance peaks, yet it is not
effective in reducing the leakage rate. Therefore, there
are still many sound absorption valleys in multi-layer
MPP structures.

The zero point is almost always below the real fre-
quency axis for the multi-layer MPP with a coiled
structure, as shown in Fig. 8h. Although the critical
coupling condition is not fully satisfied, a high absorp-
tion is still obtained at the resonant frequency. In ad-
dition, the leakage rate between zero and the pole is
small and the number of resonance peaks is large. With
the combined effect of these two reasons, both lower
absorption valleys are eliminated and broadband ab-
sorption is achieved. As shown in Fig. 8b, the absorp-
tion curve consistently exceeds 0.9 in the 400∼5000 Hz
frequency range, and half absorption is achieved at
230 Hz.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a multi-layer micro-perforated
panel structure based on a curled space for broadband
sound absorption at low frequencies. The structure is
approximated as a parallel composition of five multi-
layer MPPs with different layers. The absorption coeffi-
cients of the structure have been computed under plane
wave conditions using the TMM and the FEM meth-
ods, and the numerical results are matched perfectly.
The results show that the multi-layer MPP structure
can guarantee a high absorption rate (consistently
over 90%) in the frequency range of 400∼5000 Hz.
The sound absorption mechanism of the multi-layer
MPP structure was investigated using the acoustic
impedance and the reflection coefficient of the complex
frequency surface. In addition, the proposed structure
is a subwavelength absorber because the low-frequency
wavelengths in the air are 12 times larger in magnitude
than the overall length of the structure and 31 times
larger in volume than the width of the prototype.
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